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 The failure on the IoT devices is also caused due to limited battery life, 
hardware failure or human mistakes. Sensor faults can be categorized under 
one type of hardware failure, such as sensor burn, reduced sensor sensitivity 

and malfunctioned sensors. Any faulty on the IoT devices can cause a 
problem on the overall operation of the IoT system. Because of this,  
we proposed a faulty sensor detection and identification mechanism using 
multivariate sensors. Two methods of decision making are introduced in 
detecting faulty sensors, which are logical and correlation method that 
implemented in smart parking system and smart agriculture system 
accordingly. The logical method compares state of all sensors (ultrasound,  
IR and hall-effect) in the smart parking system either a parking lot is 
occupied or available, and then determine the condition of the sensors.  

The drawback of this method is not able to detect faulty sensor properly for a 
constant fault, which the sensor reading remains the same value.  
The correlation method calculates the correlation between all sensors  
(soil moisture, soil temperature and soil water) in the smart agriculture 
system. This method uses a moving window technique to calculate the 
correlation for all sensor over time. Any incomparable and uncorrelated 
sensor readings means a presence of faulty sensors. Based on the experiment 
results, the findings shows that the proposed faulty sensor detection 

mechanism is working properly in detecting faulty sensor in a timely manner. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The concept of a smart city is to merge information and communication technology ICT,  
and various physical devices connected to the IoT network. Therefore, it optimizes the efficiency of city 

work, services, increasing population density, mitigate the unexpected challenges and provide a better life for 

the citizens and visitors [1]. Thus, the word "smart" becomes a cover for ingenious technology which has a 

degree of artificial intelligence. The main feature of this smart application is the ability to interact with the 

surrounding environment and get information about the specific area and response accordingly [2]. 

Therefore, ICT information and communication technology applications such as actuators, sensors and any 

other devices are necessary means for realizing smart application in any domain [3]. The smart city consists 

of various smart applications or makes device smart in the city such as smart agriculture, smart parking, 

smart house, monitoring the climate environment, smart building, smart traffic and transportation systems 

and etc. [4, 5]. 

For example in smart parking system, the system is developed to deal with the increase in the 

number of vehicles on the road, people are going to face problems of parking spaces to park their vehicles 
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especially in most of the big cities [6]. Drivers spend more time finding and searching for empty parking 

spaces which causes traffic congestion, consume more fuel, create noise, air pollution and frustration faced 

by the car drivers [7]. In the world, it is about 30% of vehicles in the centre of metropolitan cities take about 

an average of 7.8 minutes searching for empty parking spaces [6]. The annual waste of resource in finding for 

parking spaces is 47,000 gallons of gasoline consumption, 95,000 hours of time (which about 11 years) and 

production of 730 tons of CO2 [7]. In addition, it has been reported that the annual damage to the economy of 

Schwabing (a district in Germany) to be worth 20 million Euros because of wasting resources in searching 

parking space [8]. Thus researchers are turned to applying technologies in the management of the parking 
area by designing and implementation of smart parking systems that helps and allows drivers to effectively 

find free parking places. The smart parking systems allow drivers to access parking information through their 

smartphones [9]. This information will help to increase the utilization of spatial parking resource of a city,  

to reduce unnecessary energy consumption and CO2 emission of wandering cars, to improve drivers’ 

satisfaction, and to alleviate traffic congestion due to parking guidance itself [10]. 

After the system design and deployment, it is crucial to detect faults when they occur during the 

system operational phase [11]. IoT devices are lightweight and have limited computational capabilities often 

exposed to harsh environments, which can cause failure on the IoT devices [12, 13]. Traditional ways in 

the management of IoT devices is a maintenance officer require to check each device every day 
[12, 14]. Any faulty devices found needs to be fixed or replaced. This traditional method is not 

practical and very challenging especially in the management of a large scale deployment of IoT 

consist of hundreds or thousands devices. In light of that, many of the techniques proposed to manage the 

fault in preventing a sensor network from delivering interruption of service [15]. The fault management 

technique depends on four relevant as mention: fault prevention, fault detection, fault identification 

(diagnosis) and isolation and possibly to recover the system from the faulty situation i.e. fault recovery. 

Different types of fault handling techniques have been implemented by the researchers [16]. 

 

 

2. PREVIOUS WORKS 

This section provides a review for the existing sensor faulty detection and identification 

mechanisms. Many efforts has been done to detect and identify faulty sensors in the IoT systems as shown 

in Table 1.  
 

 

Table 1. Summary of the Previous Works on Faulty Sensor Detection and Identification 
Paper Sensor 

Detection 
 Single Multi 

Detecting and Identifying Faulty IoT Devices in Smart Home with Context Extraction. [17]. X √ Cloud 

A Novel Approach for Faulty Sensor Detection and Data Correction in Wireless Sensor Network [18]. X √ Node 

Sensor Data Validation and Abnormal Behavior detection in the Internet of Things [19] X √ Cloud 

Weather Data Analysis and Sensor Fault Detection Using An Extended IoT Framework with Semantics, 

Big Data, and Machine Learning [20]. 
X √ Cloud 

Trend-adaptive Multi-Scale PCA for data Fault detection in IoT Networks [21]. √ X Cloud 

Sensor defect detection in multisensory information fusion [22]. √ X Node 

Temporal and spatial correlation based distributed fault detection in wireless sensor networks. [23] √ X Node 

Sensor Anomaly Detection in Wireless Sensor Networks for Healthcare. [24] √ X Node 

Detection of faulty sensors in IoT using Machine Learning Algorithms. [25] √ X Cloud 

 

 

The closest work with our paper is proposed by A. Farruggia et al [18], where the faulty sensor 

detection mechanism using multivariate sensors and the decision making is made on the IoT device itself. 

They proposed a method based on the spatiotemporal cross-correlation among sensors. The method used two 

sequential mathematical tools. The first tool is the probabilistic called Markov Random Field MRF to classify 

the sensor either (work) or (damage). The second stage is learning techniques model, which each sensor basis 

on its neighbors. In case of sensor working, the model work in the learning stage and sensor is trained,  

in case of the sensor damaged the corrupt data are replaced with the data generated by the learning model. 
This mean, the proposed faulty detection mechanism requires learning and training stage using information 

of each sensor on its neighbors. However, our proposed faulty sensor detection mechanism uses information 

of multivariate sensor on the same IoT device and do not require learning and training stage.  
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3. METHODOLOGY  

This section describes the design of the proposed faulty sensor detection mechanism using 

multivariate sensors. The description includes two methods of decision making in detecting faulty sensors: 

logical and correlation. In addition, this section also explains about the developed prototypes for smart 

parking system and smart agriculture system.  

 

3.1.   Logical Method of Faulty Sensor Detection in Smart Parking System. 

The proposed smart parking system uses three sensors, which are ultrasonic sensor, IR sensor and 

hall-effects to sense and detect the presence of car in the parking spaces. The ultrasound sensor is the main 

sensor used by the system to determine either the parking lot is available or not. If the parking lot is not 
available, a red coloured LED is switched on and a green coloured LED is switched off. Otherwise, when the 

parking space is empty, a green coloured LED is switched on and a red coloured LED is switched off.  

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the developed smart parking system. In term of faulty sensor detection, 

readings from the three sensors are compared. If all sensors giving a similar reading of occupancy of the 

parking space, the system is considered working properly and no fault detected. In another hand, if the sensor 

readings are different, the system detects one or more sensors become faulty. In this condition, both LEDs 

starts to blink continuously and a notification message is sent to the management office. The decision making 

to determine condition of each sensor based on the truth table shown in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 2. Truth Table for Decision Mechanism in Smart Parking 
Ultrasonic sensor IR sensor Hall effect sensor Decision 

0 0 0 T (All good) 

0 0 1 F (Hall effect) 

0 1 0 F (IR sensor) 

0 1 1 F (Ultrasonic) 

1 0 0 F (Ultrasonic) 

1 0 1 F (IR sensor) 

1 1 0 F (Hall effect) 

1 1 1 T (All good) 

 

 

         
 

Figure 1. Smart parking system prototype 

 

 

3.2.   Correlation Method of Faulty Sensor Detection in Smart Agriculture  

The proposed smart agriculture system uses three sensors which are soil moisture (Ms), soil water 

(Ws) and soil temperature (Ts) to monitor health of plants continuously. The system collects sensor reading 

for every 30s and send the data to the management office via internet. Figure 2 shows architecture of the 

developed smart agriculture prototype. This method uses correlation between readings of these three sensors 

to determine any faulty sensor. It is very important for all sensor readings to have strong correlations in order 

for this method to work accurately. In this smart agriculture system, soil moisture readings and soil water 
readings have a positive correlation. The soil moisture and soil temperature readings have a negative 

correlation. The soil water and soil temperature sensor readings have a negative correlation. Any uncorrelated 

sensor readings is an indication of faulty sensors.  
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The decision mechanism to determine condition of each sensor based on the relationship of 

correlation between these three sensors as illustrated in Table 3. Based on table, there are four decisions can 

be made which are good, faulty_Ms, faulty_Ts, faulty_Ws, faulty_all_sensors and don’t_care. Good decision 

means all sensors in good condition and working perfectly. Then, faulty_Ms, faulty_Ts, and faulty_Ws mean 

faulty soil moisture, faulty soil temperature and faulty soil water sensor accordingly. Faulty all sensors 

means all sensors in faulty condition. Faulty two sensors decision is considered two or more sensors are 

faulty. For example the first combination, correlation of moisture sensor and water sensor (SM-SW) is false 

and the other two correlations are correct. When (SM-SW) is uncorrelated, it shows that one of the sensor 
become faulty either moisture or water sensor. However, correlation of both sensors with soil temperature are 

correct indicating both soil moisture and soil water in good condition, which is a situation that impossible to 

happen for one sensor become faulty. Because of this, the first combination is considered as Faulty two 

sensors decision.  

The calculation of correlations between the three sensors are based on moving window technique. 

The window size determines number of sensor data that is considered during calculation of correlation.  

The larger number of sensor data provide a better correlation to represent the actual experiment. This window 

is moved along the time depending on the moving window time parameter. In this experiment, the window 

size is set to 5 minutes (300s), which 10 sensor data are considered in the calculation on correlations.  

This mean, the moving window time will be 5 minutes (300s). 

 

 
Table 3. Decision based on Correlation between Three Sensor Readings in Smart Agriculture 

ST-SM ST-SW  SM-SW Decision 

[-ve , correct] [-ve, correct] [-ve, false] Faulty two sensors  

[-ve , correct] [-ve, correct] [+ve , correct] Good 

[-ve , correct] [+ve, false] [-ve, false] Faulty_Ws 

[-ve , correct] [+ve, false] [+ve , correct] Faulty two sensors 

[+ve , false] [-ve, correct] [-ve, false] Faulty_Ms 

[+ve , false] [-ve, correct] [+ve , correct] Faulty two sensors  

[+ve , false] [+ve, false] [-ve, false] Faulty all sensors 

[+ve , false] [+ve, false] [+ve , correct] Faulty_Ts 

 

 

         
 

Figure 2. Smart agriculture prototype 

 

 

4. RESULTS 
In this section, the result and analysis for the proposed faulty sensor detection mechanism are 

discussed. These analysis include for both methods of faulty sensor detection. Several experiments were 

conducted to determine the performance of the proposed faulty sensor detection mechanism in term of its 

functionality and detection of faulty sensor. A smart parking prototype was built to test the logical method of 

faulty sensor detection. The smart parking system detects availability status of parking lot either is empty or 

occupied. In order to test the second method, a smart agriculture prototype was built to monitor soil 

conditions: soil moisture, soil water and soil temperature.  

One of the smart parking experiments was conducted by having the initial 5 seconds for an empty 

parking and the next 5 seconds with occupied parking space. Then, it repeated for 10s with empty packing 
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space and the next 10s with occupied parking space. The results show that all sensors giving similar readings 

as expected that indicate all sensors in good condition as shown in Figure 3. The green LED switched on 

when the parking is empty and the red LED is turned on when the parking is occupied.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. State of three sensors in the system all sensors in good condition 

 

 

Figure 4 shows the experimental result for one sensor in a faulty condition and the other two sensors 

in good condition. The faulty sensor is the hall-effect sensor that gives different readings from the other two 

sensors. This experiment simulates a situation where two sensors detect the state of parking space correctly 

and one sensor detects wrongly. Based on the results, the sensor faulty detection mechanism shows that the 

system is considered to be at faulty when the hall-effect sensor started to give the wrong reading at 5s. At the 

same time, both LEDs start to blink as shown in (E) and (F). The most important thing, the faulty mechanism 

can determine that the hall-sensor is the faulty sensor based on the truth table. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. State of three sensors in the system for one sensor in a faulty condition 
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Figure 5 shows the experimental results for when one sensor giving a constant fault with a low state 

reading. In this experiment, we consider the IR sensor in a faulty condition which always giving a constant 

zero reading. The other two sensors are working properly. Based on the result, it is found that the faulty 

detection mechanism able to detect the faulty sensor (using the truth table) when the parking space is 

occupied. Otherwise, when the parking space is empty, the faulty mechanism failed to detect the  

faulty sensor. 

In the correlation method of faulty detection, experiments are conducted using smart agriculture 

prototype, which provide information of soil conditions: soil moisture, soil water and soil temperature.  
The system aims to sense the information of the soil and predicting the fault when that happens. In the 

experiments, water was dripped in the pot gradually to water the plant for about 35 minutes. The collected 

sensor readings is plotted into a graph as shown in Figure 6. Based on the graph, the soil water reading 

increases from 64% to 88%. The soil moisture sensor increases from 43% to 92%. Otherwise,  

the temperature drops from 29.71oC to 26.61oC, which is about 0.1% reduction. The finding shows that the 

soil water and soil moisture has a strong correlation but both sensors has a weak correlation with the soil 

temperature sensor. The faulty sensor detection mechanism shows all sensors are in good condition as 

expected. The decision made by the mechanism shown in Table 4. ST-SM means correlation between soil 

moisture and soil moisture. ST-SW means correlation between soil temperature and soil water. SW-SM 

means correlation between soil water and soil-moisture. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. State of three sensors in the system when one sensor giving a constant fault 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Sensor readings data for smart agriculture 
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As the comparison, we manipulated the sensor data to introduce a faulty sensors. The water sensor 

data was modified at time from 20 minutes and onward as shown in Figure 7. Instead of having an increase 

trend of the original sensor data, the modified data has a reduce trend. Based on the graph, the mechanism 

able to detect faulty soil water sensor after calculating correlations for moving time of 20 minutes.  

This means, the mechanism detects the faulty at 25 minutes, which is 5 minutes after the sensor become 

faulty. Table 4 shows that correlation of ST-SW and SW-SM gives wrong correlation values. Correlation of 

ST-SW has changed from negative correlation to positive correlation. Otherwise, correlation of ST-SM has 

changed from positive correlation to negative correlation. However, correlation of ST-SM maintains to be 

negative correlation, which it is the correct correlation. In this case, the mechanism decides that soil water is 

at faulty condition. 
 

 

Table 4. Condition Status of Sensor for Original and Manipulated Data in the Smart Agriculture 

Moving time (Minutes) 
Original data Manipulated data 

ST-SM ST-SW SW-SM Sensor status ST-SM ST-SW SW-SM Sensor status 

5 -0.600 -0.667 -0.600 Good -0.600 -0.667 0.946 Good 

10 -0.759 -0.817 -0.759 Good -0.759 -0.817 0.938 Good 

15 -0.898 -0.889 -0.898 Good -0.898 -0.889 0.895 Good 

20 -0.941 -0.855 -0.941 Good -0.941 -0.855 0.862 Good 

25 -0.886 -0.886 -0.886 Good -0.874 0.716 -0.892 FaultyWs 

30 -0.933 -0.924 -0.933 Good -0.933 0.701 -0.656 Faulty Ws 

35 -0.824 -0.662 -0.824 Good -0.824 0.709 -0.453 Faulty Ws 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Manipulated sensor data for smart agriculture 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this project, a faulty sensor detection and identification mechanism using multivariate sensors is 

designed successfully. In order to decide faulty sensor, the mechanism uses two methods: logical and 

correlation method. The logical method decision making is implemented in the developed prototype of smart 

parking system. This method uses three different types of sensor, which are ultrasound sensor, IR sensor and 

hall-effect sensor. The ultrasound sensor is used as the main sensor in detecting either a parking space is 
available or not. The other two sensors are used for faulty sensor detection mechanism. The mechanism 

compares all sensor readings to detect any faulty sensor. If all sensors giving a similar reading of availability 

of the parking space, the system is working properly and no fault detected. In another hand, if the sensor 

readings are different, the faulty sensor is detected. The mechanism is found to have one drawback that not 

able to detect properly a fault sensor that provides a constant reading. In the correlation method, the decision 

making in detecting faulty sensor by finding correlation between sensors. This method is implemented in the 

prototype of smart agriculture system to monitor health of plants continuously that attached with three type of 

sensors: soil moisture, soil water and soil temperature. Soil moisture and soil temperature readings have a 

negative correlation. Soil water and soil temperature sensor readings have a negative correlation. Otherwise, 
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Soil moisture readings and soil water readings have a positive correlation. Any uncorrelated sensor readings 

is an indication of faulty sensors. The calculation of correlations between the three sensors are based on 

moving window technique. The window size determines number of sensor data considered during calculation 

of correlation. The larger number of number of sensor data will provide a better correlation to represent the 

actual experiment. This window is moved along the time based on the moving window time parameter. 
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